Five questions for Tre Wentling

While earning a bachelor’s and master’s degree in sociology from the University of Colorado Colorado Springs, Tre Wentling developed strong connections to the university and to the faculty and mentors who guided him.

After earning his Ph.D. as well as a Certificate of Advanced Studies in Women’s and Gender Studies at Syracuse University, he returned to UCCS in 2018 as an assistant professor in Women’s and Ethnic Studies (WEST). He said he is excited about the prospect of giving back: inspiring and encouraging and taking an interest in students.

“I’ve experienced tremendous growth over the past few years and there are some core experiences that I share with students,” he said. “I really see myself as belonging to the institution. WEST is such a unique, dynamic and important program. There is a promise that research can save lives and that it certainly impacts policy and ways of existing.”

Sociology and the academy gave him a different type of access to language and scholarship, he said, as well as his own sense of identity about race, gender and as a child dependent of the U.S. Air Force.

“Learning about scholarship that recognized my own embodiment helped me to expand and really stretch what I thought. That was affirming, and I want to share these things with students who are equally as interested in learning about themselves and the social world that has informed so much of who they are and how they exist in that world.”

Much of his research focuses on diversity and equity, including queer and transgender life.

In what he considers a “pause to the realities of life stressors, inequality and violence,” he enjoys West Coast Swing dancing. The dance form’s roots are the Lindy Hop and Charleston, popularized by Black dancers in Harlem, New York, and has been influenced by more contemporary forms of dance and music.

“The music, movement and social connections are really communal and soulful. Dancing refuels me,” he said. It has also made him interested in the de-gendering movement that’s underway in West Coast Swing, which will be his next area of study.

1. You created some new transgender and gender-identity courses at UCCS. Why did you believe these courses were necessary?

I proposed two different courses that were approved for spring 2020. One is “Trans Studies: Fluidity, Politics and Identity.” I know that some students will see themselves in the curriculum and that will be life-giving. I have several questions that will frame the course, which in part were inspired by Time magazine’s 2014 cover that featured Laverne Cox – a black transwoman activist performer and star of the Netflix series “Orange Is the New Black.” The headline read, “The Transgender Tipping Point,” and I’m asking, how did we get there? While there seems to be a lot of media representation now, and what I consider to be cultural producers like Cox, Caitlyn Jenner, Chaz Bono and others, the question is, what do they make both visible and invisible? And what do they teach us about race, gender, class and sexuality? The other question is about this idea of “transgender” and what the world views, approaches and perspectives are that have given us language and ideas about transgender phenomenon.

I want WEST to stay on the cutting edge. Across the nation, other universities and colleges offer trans-studies courses.
The field is new, and we want to stay current and relevant. I direct our gender and sexualities studies certificate, and so both proposed courses will support those students interested in continuing their learning and advocacy in this substantive area.

I am very excited about the trans studies course and have students who already have said they hope to be enrolled in it. Some students will be more like tourists, as I call them, whereas others will consider themselves allies in the promotion of awareness, advocacy and dignified understandings of trans life.

2. You also are a faculty member of the Knapsack Institute. What is the mission of the institute and what was your role in this year’s June 6-8 session?

The institute was formed in 2005 and the mission is to bring together educators, folks working in nonprofit organizations and other contexts to increase understanding and share resources that help them navigate discussions and practices, and maybe even rewrite policy, around diversity and equity.

We also make sure to frame our work in intersectionality. Even with an intended promise of inclusion, it won’t work unless you also think about race, class, gender, age, sexuality and age simultaneously.

The institute is a three-day event and to be involved is really a gift. This year, I was a co-organizer with three others who are also vital mentors of mine and have long been a part of my journey and growth.

I offered an introductory session about Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans, Queer+ terms. The other session I offered was called “Teaching transgender,” with a much narrower look at classroom practices and curriculum such that trans scholars are centered, and transnormativity as a system is interrogated.

3. Your research also deals with transgender individuals and policies that regulate identification documents. What has your research uncovered?

My research concerns how individuals of transgender experience navigate federal, state, and local infrastructure related to IDs and records because each level of governance has different administrative rules on how to amend them. In this way, these systems create a kind of legal precarity, and if you think about it in this framework, my research also is about citizenship.

For example, birth certificates are the least changed document among all IDs and records, while driver’s licenses and Social Security administration records are the top two changed. What does this mean if IDs and records are fragmented? How do people manage the different identity credentials on IDs and records?

In addition to 882 surveys, I interviewed 50 participants about their reasons for amending IDS and records and their experiences in doing so. One young person told me about his experience when he went to the Department of Motor Vehicles with a court-ordered name change. As he walked out of the office, he immediately realized that his gender marker had been changed back to the one assigned to him at birth, even though he had previously amended this with another state agent according to the appropriate documentation. He returned to the agent who amended his name and told her there was a mistake. She said, “I saw the name given to you at birth, and even though you have these documents, I changed your marker back to what it was.” It’s this kind of individual-level gatekeeping folks must navigate.

At the institutional level, consider this experience from a retired public-school teacher. In a post-retirement job interview, she was told by the potential employers she had falsified her application. It turned out that her alma mater did not update her name change even though she had requested they make the appropriate updates. When she spoke with a university employee about this, they told her that her transcript information was archived on microfiche and they didn’t know how to change it. Meanwhile because of the mistake, she was perceived as a fraud and lost a great employment opportunity.

In yet another example, a young person told me about how their gender broke the computer. In the university application, they wrote about their identity and what it meant to them. Presumably, while reading the application, a well-
intentioned university employee changed the sex marker. The student wasn’t receiving financial aid as expected. After visiting financial aid and admission and records offices multiple times, the student realized that it was because the sex marker had been changed from “F” to “M.” In the United States, to be eligible for federal aid, a person sex-assigned male at birth must register for selective service. This student certainly wasn’t registered nor would they ever be expected to. In this case, this student’s first semester at university included not having money for books or food.

I am looking at all these things: why people want to change documents, their experiences amending them, and the precariousness of having mismatched IDs and records entangled in federal and state surveillance systems that cross-check IDs and records looking for these very mismatches.

4. As you noted, the past few years has seen some movement forward for LGBTQ+ rights and women’s issues, but also some huge steps backward. How has this affected the national discourse and attention?

At this year’s Knapsack Institute, we had 41 participants, including a few from a military installation. It was pretty heart-wrenching to hear how they had been proactively creating a process for incoming trans cadets but were obviously upset with the current administration’s ban on people of transgender experience serving in the military. They said they were going to continue to set up the infrastructure for when the ban dissolves, which was great to hear.

Every other day, it feels as if there are activists and organizations across the United States working hard to put pressure on lawmakers. In Colorado, for example, residents can get a driver’s license that is nonbinary, and the Legislature just banned conversion therapy for youth. There are some great processes being codified that extend protection at local levels, but at the federal level right now, we don’t see that.

Has activism surged? I think for a long time, advocates and people with trans experience have been fighting for dignified recognition and legal protections. But there still are big issues. The trans community faces incredibly high unemployment and there are folks who are transient and homeless. It is the sixth month of the year and 13 black transwomen have been murdered to date. Intersectionality illustrates how vectors of oppression make transwomen of color more visible and vulnerable based on racism and sexism. Their deaths are not making headlines.

5. Has your academic work extended into the community?

I’m currently part of a collective that is updating the Colorado Coalition Against Sexual Assault’s (CCASA) training manual. Sexual assault and rape culture do not exclude those of us who are members of LGBTQ+ communities, and in fact, research shows a disproportionate number of trans folks experience sexual assault, especially transgender people of color and transgender people who are also disabled.

It is humbling to be invited to be part of this very important work. There are about 30 of us total, working in small groups. In both of my groups, we’re approaching each chapter with a diversity and equity framework to train and educate folks who are on the ground to more broadly respond to people who are experiencing it.

It’s exciting to expand my networks beyond the academy with so much of what has shaped my own learning and priorities. It’s how theory connects to everyday life.

The Fourth Industrial Revolution: What will it mean for CU? [9]

The Fourth Industrial Revolution will have profound impacts on society and particularly on higher education, and how the University of Colorado responds will be critical to its future, the CU Board of Regents heard during a presentation at its retreat in Tabernash on July 12.
The first industrial revolution was powered by steam, followed by electricity, then computing. The fourth involves an amalgam of artificial intelligence, 3-D printing, biotechnology, robotics, autonomous vehicles, nanotechnology, quantum computing and the internet of things.

“You should be excited and you should be really worried,” Vice President for Academic Affairs Michael Lightner told the board. “The standard model is being dramatically disrupted.”

Lightner joined President Mark Kennedy and Vice President for Finance and Chief Financial Officer Todd Saliman for the tag-team presentation.

The technological revolution that is already well underway will combine with demographic shifts to rock the foundations of higher education, Kennedy said.

“I’d rather us be a rocker than a rockee,” he said. “This is revolutionary.”

Automation is expected to have a significant impact on the labor market, with some estimates predicting it could displace up to 44% of U.S. jobs by 2030. The issue was spotlighted when, on the morning the regents met, Amazon announced it would spend $700 million to retrain one-third of its workforce.

CU has some good examples of how it is moving into the future, Lightner said, including the CUbit quantum initiative at CU Boulder and the Personalized Medicine data project at CU Anschutz. Yet the university needs to maintain a sharp focus, he said.

Societal disruptions will require more production of bachelor's degrees, as well as different kinds of credentials. But those come along with their own challenges, including perennially low state funding, the greater expense to produce STEM degrees and the need for more student services.

Saliman told the regents the good news is that CU has maintained strong enrollment on its campuses, but noted that the bulk of enrollment increases since 2009 have come from Pell-eligible students and those from underrepresented minorities. Those student populations require more financial aid and more student support services, which will drive up costs. Additionally, the number of Colorado high school graduates is expected to peak by 2025, which will lead to more competition for students.

“We’re not meeting documented need now, and we’re going to have to be serving more students who have more need,” Saliman said.

To do so, Saliman said, CU will need to focus on multiple paths, including more efficiencies, restoring state funding, reviewing tuition pricing structures, increasing nonresident students while maintaining resident share, and identifying new revenue sources.

Kennedy said CU needs to look to new models to keep up with the shifting sands of technology and demographics. He suggested CU needs a more robust online strategy, to move toward adaptive learning and to consider stackable certificates that add up to a degree.

Regent Irene Griego said the trends are precisely why CU needs to engage in systemwide strategic planning.

“When we look at our strategic planning in the next three to five years, all this should be included in what we do,” she said.

Kennedy agreed. “Our strategic plan has to dive into these issues, wrestle with them and come up with an approach,” he said.

In other business at the board's retreat, the regents heard about the presidential transition from Senior Vice President and Chief of Staff Leonard Dinegar. He said Kennedy has visited all four campuses several times, met with governance
groups, engaged with donors and traveled to Washington, D.C., where he met with all but one member of Colorado’s Congressional delegation.

“It’s like building a foundation for his presidency, and it’s been a busy, fast start for Mark,” Dinegar said.

Kennedy started June 17 and officially became president July 1. He told the regents he has had a busy month.

“My goal has been to listen, learn and meet as many people as possible,” Kennedy said. “I’ve had some great meetings so far and look forward to great meetings in the future.”

The board also heard from Vice President for Communication Ken McConnellogue, who outlined plans to bolster CU’s outreach and engagement activities in Colorado and beyond.

While the president’s office and campuses engage in various outreach activities, he said efforts were disconnected and, in some cases, had declined. Challenges include addressing negative public perceptions about higher education, increased competition for students, meeting state needs, and changes to demographics and technology.

McConnellogue told the regents the plan is to create an office of engagement and outreach that would spearhead visits to communities around Colorado and nationally, while also coordinating with campus efforts. It would target prospective students and parents, elected officials, business and community leaders, alumni and donors, and K-12 schools and other higher education institutions. The plan also includes creating a lecture series that would feature CU faculty, as well as national experts. The lectures would be on campuses and at other sites throughout Colorado.

The outreach effort also includes managing advisory boards made up of people internal and external to the university who will advise the president and administration on selected topics.

Outcomes from the outreach and engagement efforts are expected to include consistent, sustainable relationships around Colorado and beyond, improved perceptions of the value and affordability of public higher education, enhanced student recruitment, stronger legislative relations, increased possibilities for public-private partnerships, and a better understanding of state needs.

Two-day COLTT conference to explore OERs, accessibility, virtual reality

Educators from across CU and the region will gather for next month’s COLTT Conference to explore teaching practices and technologies – and to be challenged in how they think about both.

Web registration for the 2019 Colorado Learning and Teaching with Technology (COLTT) Conference at CU Boulder is open through Aug. 1.

By attending sessions and hands-on workshops, attendees are able to network and gather effective practices that change the way they teach and learn in classrooms, online and in virtual environments. The conference is set for Aug. 8-9 in the Wolf Law Building, 2450 Kittredge Loop Drive, Boulder.

Conference tracks include open educational resources (OERs), accessibility and virtual reality; faculty and staff will lead dynamic, interactive sessions on these and many other topics, including living and working in the fourth industrial revolution.

Angie Paccione, executive director of the Colorado Department of Higher Education (CDHE), will be the keynote speaker, expressing her vision for the department and how technology use in education advances the agency’s goals. (Read her CU Connections Five Questions feature here)
Members of the CU community who are interested in teaching and learning in higher education, the future of postsecondary education, and the affordances of technology to improve student success are encouraged to attend COLTT. Department chairs may consider sponsoring faculty and graduate student registration for the conference.

For more information, visit cu.edu/coltt[10].

Submit questions to: coltt@cu.edu[11]

How funny works: The serious science of humor [12]

Amsterdam to CU Boulder, by rail, boat, bus and bike [13]

First semester of Campus Connections shows social and academic gains for youth[14]

Students assist alumna and city archaeologist on dig at Garden of the Gods[15]

Imitation breeds war in new evolutionary theory [16]

Call for nominations: 2019 Bill Daniels Ethical Leader of the Year Award[17]

Evidence of relationship between birth defects and oil, gas activity[18]

CU Anschutz Medical Campus debuts new email and website domains[19]
CU Anschutz email and website domains are changing from @ucdenver.edu to @cuanschutz.edu.

To date, almost 18,000 students, faculty and staff who work and learn at CU Anschutz have been migrated to the new email domain (72%). The transition for all faculty, staff and students will be complete by Aug. 28 (about 25,000 email accounts). Please see the migration schedule to learn more about when specific departments are migrating.

Everyone migrating from @ucdenver.edu to @cuanschutz.edu still will be able to receive email indefinitely via their @ucdenver.edu domain. Email sent to an @ucdenver.edu email address following migration will be automatically forwarded to the recipient’s new @cuanschutz.edu email inbox.

Please click here to access FAQs about how the email migration will affect consolidated units as well as students, faculty and staff with dual-campus roles.

CU Anschutz websites also are getting a new domain: www.cuanschutz.edu. (They were formerly housed under www.ucdenver.edu.) The transition already is complete for some CU Anschutz websites, and efforts for others will continue through summer 2020. For more information, please see the overall CMS transition schedule.

Have questions about the CU Anschutz email and website domain changes? Please contact the OIT Service Desk at oit-servicedesk@ucdenver.edu.

Want to learn more about CU Anschutz identity initiatives? Contact the CU Anschutz Office of Communications at communications@cuanschutz.edu.

Draper to retire from vice chancellor role

Stepanovich named executive director of Silicon Flatirons Center for Law, Technology and Entrepreneurship

Treyball a 2019 Nightingale Luminary Award winner

In memoriam: Carol Lynch
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